TWO-WEEK LOAN COPY
Microscope objective oil is placed between the two pieces o£ glass so that there is no change in index and therefore no reflection at the inter!ace. Two smaller glass cyclindera, G, G, are placed directly in front of the lens. l.enses.
The inner chamber is supported by c_lear mineral oil. as before.
_Tl'~e i~dex of refraction of the oil is 1.47 and that of the glass sealing window . ', . : ..
• 1.51, a~ _t~is makes the refieetion of the oil-glass surfa.ce negligible.
• I
The inner chamber has ~ glass t~p and·a glass bottom. The refiective sheeting is in the mineral oil surround.ing the inner chamber. The. glass beads o£ the coating a.re completely submerged in a plastic which has a glossy surface. This plastic ha.a a.n index close to that of the oil, and therefore gives no specular reflection from i~s s\ttface.
The light from any given ring light is returned by the refiective coat• . .
. ing to its own camera lens. 1£ one light fails only that view is miesing. The reflective sheeting is sufiiciently retrodireetive so that there is no blackening ' of the negative in the other views. As a reoult o£ this property Polaroid pictures can be made through a special lens with its own light without fogging the othe1· pictureo, and the chamber "can be viowed with a steady light at the Polaroid lens with only very slight fogging from scattered light.
The photographs are taken through o.n Eastman ZSA (six times) red filter on Eastman Shell'burst film· at f 3Z. The lights are ron with 250 J.lF at r-·---.
I .
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The images of single bubbles appear to be slightly smaller than the pay to curve the reflective coating so as to be more nearly normal to the line of eight. This y.r~uld reduce the effect of the inverse-square law. It would alao be possible to direct the l~ght toward the edges so as to make up for this loss.
Tracl<s east shadows on the reflective sheet. These shadows are parallel to the tracks, ·close to tracks that leave the bottom glass o£ the '<:ham~r~ and further away. and very diffuse when tracks are high in the chamber. The shadows . \ are nearly al\vays invisible !or tracks at minimum ionization, and never strong enoush, even for heavily ionizing· tracks, to cause difficulties.
~. 'Appt•oximately 300,000 exposu1·es were made with the conditiona above.
It became apparent that the bubbles could be diminished greatly in size a.nd still be photog:t.·a.phed. In order to increase .the resolution in the midplane of the chamber the lenses were opened up to t Z3. The track images for minimum 0.01 em in the chamber. This. corresponds to a point on the diflraction pattern of a bright source at which the intensity is 6So/o of the intensity at the middle.
The exposure was chosen so tha.t this point gave a just perceptible decrease in the darkening of the film. The film was much more transparent, of course, at the center of the bubble. Images of heavily ionizing tracks were as wid~ as 40Jt, corresponding t'o 0.3 mm in the chamber.
. .
Other major modifications were made in the chamber and are shown in . .
I
water tubes that formerly were under the i~er chamber were removed, as well as the Venetian blind. This allowed the bottom o£ the inner chamber to be lowered 3 in. The refle.ctive sheeting, P, was· placed under the bottom glass. A 3.5-in ... high· ring, R, extended the sides of the pres sure vessel. The magnet coila were placed closer together, their spacing 1·edueed from 12. in. to 3 in.· This change raised the magnetic field to, 15,000 gauss, whereas before it was 13,000 gauss. .. In addition to t1le. changes mentioned.. a thre~·view camera was constructed with all three views on one film.
Eastman Shellburst emulsion was used for two thirds o£ the run. Dupont · 140E for one. third. Both films gave very simUa.r results. the Shellbut·st showing .j .
slightly more contrast and the Dupont_ 140E slightly less but having a wider latitude of .exposure which was advantageous at the edges of the pictures where the illu .. mination was siightly leas.
\ :
There is EV~:i:;y reason to believe _that this illumination syotero would work ior hydroge.n chambers. ·The reflective sheeting does not deteriorate in oil. In
Freon it remains unchanged. until the Freon is removed; then the liquid Freon that . .
has penetrated the plastic expands into a gas again and blows the glass beads off the screen. .. .
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